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We reexamine the causal properties of geometries generated by parallel, moving cosmic strings, par-
ticularly our statement that closed timelike curves are forbidden there. Contrary to a recent claim, such
acausal behavior cannot be realized by physical, timelike, sources.
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Some time ago [1], we discussed the global properties
of the (locally flat) geometries generated by moving point
particles in 2+1 dimensions, or equivalently by parallel
moving cosmic strings in 3+1 dimensions. Let us call
sources of either type "cosmons" for brevity. We stated
without proof that closed timelike curves (CTC's) are
forbidden in universes generated by spinless cosmons, al-
though they could be present in generic exterior "Kerr"
geometries. Physically, our reason was that the cosmon
system, like any conventional general relativistic one,
should be constructable by Cauchy evolution of spacelike
surfaces, and we saw no ground for spontaneous forma-
tion of obstructions (such as CTC's) in the evolution of
normal cosmons. We show explicitly here, using the solu-
tions in [1], that our conclusion is indeed correct: There
are no CTC's if the space times have -physically accept
able global structure, which they do for physically ac-
ceptable sources.
A recent interesting construction [2] of a space-time
generated by two moving cosmons and supporting CTC is
not in contradiction with our statement, because that con-
struction does not obey our "physical acceptability" cri-
teria (which were not spelled out in Ref. [1]),viz. , there
must not be CTC at spacelike infinity or at an initial
configuration. The fact that no CTC's will then arise in
physically acceptable universes may seem tautological but
it is not, because replacing the two cosmons carrying non-
vanishing relative angular momentum by a single spin-
ning source with the same external geometry would give
rise to CTC's in its external space-time. CTC's do not
arise spontaneously from regular initial conditions
through the motion of spinless cosmons, whatever their
velocities and resultant orbital angular momentum may
be.
For orientation, we begin with the explicit metric rep-
resentation of the general exterior space-time correspond-
ing to the two conserved quantities (M, J), namely, the
Kerr solution whose interval is [1]
ds =[d(t+J8)] —[dr +r d8 ], 0~8~ 2n(1 —M).
(Notation is as in [1],except that we set the gravitational
coupling strength G 4 .) The metric is manifestly local-
ly flat outside the origin, where the Einstein tensor densi-
ty has a singularity describing a massive, spinning point
source: T cs:MB (r), T 'ts'Je'JBIB (r) For ge.neric
values of (M,J) there are clearly CTC's in (1), namely,
circles of constant (t,re(t)) such that J) re(t). The
physical question, however, is whether moving structure-
less cosmon sources with purely orbital angular momen-
tum [outside which the metric has the form (I) at any in-
stant] can be confined within a small enough region to
satisfy the above CTC criterion. If this is possible at
some finite tu, then at sufficiently large times the (freely
moving) cosmons will have evolved so far apart that the
CTC's would disappear spontaneously. By expressing the
exterior (M,J) parameters in terms of the cosmon masses
and velocities, the criterion for the occurrence of CTC's
will be found and shown to require unphysical sources.
The required relations between the external parameters
and the constituent ones are already given in the geome-
trical description of space-time in Sec. V of [1]. There
we sho~ed that the global properties of the exterior Aat
space are characterized by the identification of points ac-
cording to
x'= nx+c, n =—L„n L„'L„'nmL„.
Here L„ is a Lorentz boost with velocity v and 0 is a
spatial rotation through angle 2+m. For simplicity, we
take two equal cosmon masses m in the frame where their
velocities are equal and opposite, ~ v; our results are of
course equally valid in any frame, as well as for more
than two cosmons and different mass values. The
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geometry of the system will correspond to a single
effective physical source if 0 is itself spacelike, namely, a
boosted rotation, 0 =AOMA, where Q~ is a pure ro-
tation through 2xM and A is a boost. In the frame where
Q=D~, the time component c of the shift in (2)
characterizes the jurnp in time that always occurs when
angular momentum is enclosed [1].
From the fact that 0 is rotationlike, it follows that
(trQ —I)/2=cos2trM lies in the interval [ —1, 1]. When
tr 0 is expressed from (2) in terms of constituent parame-
ters, this implies that [see (5.12) and (5.17) in [1]]
coshgsintrm ( 1, (3)
reminiscent of Misner spaces [3]. (We have taken v
along the x axis. ) Note that the coefficient of the
"deficit" a is now singular on the whole x ~ t =0 surface
rather than just at the position of the particle, as in (1).
Correspondingly, in the effective stress tensor, T ee 8(r)
associated with (1) becomes replaced by T'~'~6(x)b'(t)
—a tachyonic particle. Such a "boost-identified" space-
time will never arise by boosting a "rotation-identified"
space-time.
Consequently, Gott's CTC's cannot be created or de-
stroyed, but come towards the interaction region from
spacelike infinity. We can view them as resulting from a
boundary condition at spacelike infinity that one should
call "unphysical, " namely, the identification (4). The
sources must always be moving at their high velocity, in
order to ensure his CTC criterion, i.e., the opposite of
(3).
%'e emphasize that while each of Gott's two cosmons
is separately subluminal, together they give rise to a
tachyonic center of mass, which cannot arise in a system
with physical, timelike center-of-mass momentum. This
is a consequence of the nonlinear energy addition formula
where v =tanhg. On the other hand, Gott's construction
[2] of CTC's in the two-cosmon system requires the oppo-
site, i.e., that the left-hand side in (3) must be greater
than 1 so that the composite M is imaginary, and the
identification in (2) is boostlike. In the most general
external space-time the analog of 0 in (2) can be any
Lorentz transformation; it could be equivalent to a boost
rather than to a rotation, in which case CTC's are always
present.
What are the properties of such systems, corresponding
to a boostlike identification? Here the conical structure
of the (x,y) plane is replaced by one in the (t,v) hyper-
plane, along with a jump in the remaining spatial direc-
tion rather than in time. In terms of the line element, it
corresponds to a space-time rotated form of (1),
dr =dt dx" 6 (x dt t dx)—
"
t —x
2
d y+Pln t+X
t —x
in multiconical space-time. It is analogous to what is
found for static particles: A single particle can have mass
~ 1, but a nonsingular space-time cannot be realized for
two particles each with acceptable mass lying between =',
and 1. This is a consequence of global requirements, not
apparent locally.
Gott's derivation implicitly assumed the cosmons to
have masses ~hose sum did not exceed 1. In the station-
ary case, the sum may be greater than 1, but then there
are necessarily present further sources such that the total
is 2, corresponding to a closed S(2) space [1]. In that
case, there are no CTC's supported by angular momen-
tum either, because the angular momentum vanishes (by
Gauss's law, just like total charge) and no time jumps are
available. Equivalently in this case, a hypothetical
CTC—which must necessarily surround cosmons with
mass exceeding 1 —will also surround (in the opposite
sense) cosmons in the remaining set, which have ( 1 and
so cannot support a CTC.
Finally, one may ask whether and how the spacelike
part of Gott's and similar universes can be closed so that
the topology becomes S(2) XR(1) instead of R(3); as
noted above this is always possible in the regular case,
i e., sma11 and slow masses. In general, to close a(2+ 1)-dimensional universe one can either use exclusive-
ly spinless sources or introduce spinning ones as well. (If
a spinning source is replaced by two or more particles
with orbital angular momentum one of course recovers
the first option. ) But for a "fundamental" spinning
source, we specify matching conditions only when a
closed curve is followed around the source; these match-
ings are defined by a deficit angle and a time shift. More
precisely, we have a space with R(3)/R(1) topology (a
three-space with a linelike obstruction on the source's
world line) and a prescription for identifying points.
Now in the case of spin it turns out that the obstruction
can be moved to other locations without local changes:
The space-time can be analytically extended. Indeed, the
obstruction can be removed entirely without leaving any
singularities (contrary to the spinless case where the coni-
cal singularity is not removable), but then the space-time
acquires R(2) x S(1) topology, that is, it becomes period-
ic in time. Needless to say, CTC's will then be present
everywhere; if one ~ants to avoid this one must keep the
obstruction, but its precise location is arbitrary. Next
consider space-times whose total energy exceeds 1 but is
not tachyonic. If the total angular momentum is nonvan-
ishing and if one chooses not to insert the obstruction cor-
responding to the spinning source that closes the universe,
then of course one obtains CTC's. In Gott's case the situ-
ation is even worse. The closing source would have to be
tachyonic. One could try to associate it with an obstruc-
tion such that there are no CTC's. But in any case, it be-
longs to the class of particlelike sources (another, less
harmful, example being negative mass sources) that one
should exclude from the initia1 conditions.
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Note added. —After this paper was submitted, we re-
ceived an article [5] in which it is shown that in Gott's
universe there are spacelike surfaces both at early times
and at late times where no CTC's occur. The region
where CTC's do occur approaches the interaction region
from infinity with the speed of light. Just because of the
twisted geometry this speed of light is unusually fast here.
There is no disagreement with our statement that the
boundary condition at spacelike infinity (where CTC's
definitely occur) should be considered unphysical. Our
considerations are not a criticism of the surprising
findings in Refs. [2,5]. They forced us to formulate more
carefully the role played by physical requirements on the
boundary conditions, both at spacelike and at timelike
infinity, that are necessary to avoid CTC's.
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